


“Christ is the Lord of a history that

moves. He not only holds the

beginning and the end in his hands,

but he is in history with us, walking

ahead of us to where we are going.”

 

Thomas Merton

“Beware of harkening back to what

you once were, when God wants you

to be something that you have never

been.”

 

Oswald Chambers, My Utmost for His Highest
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With all that Reimagine suggests we have to think

about how to lead others in a process of reflection

and reimagination?

Here is our seven-step leadership journey from now until all

lockdown restrictions are expected to be lifted. There is a window

of opportunity to reflect before all lockdown restrictions will be

removed. Ideally the following process should begin before Easter-

so time is short!

Write to your key leaders and PCC members.

What are the areas that they would welcome exploring

with you?

 What are the practical issues that need addressing

immediately?

 What are the opportunities to try something new in

mission and ministry?

Communicate with them about the opportunity and need to

reflect and think about the future pattern and priorities of

church. Perhaps you could share with them some of the

material in the Reflect and Learn and Emerging Themes

resources (feel free to cut and paste whatever is useful).

Invite them to reflect and learn with you. You could ask for

their feedback by a certain date about three things:
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Invite them.

Share your experience of lockdown generally, and within

the church, and reflect on what that has taught us

Think about what changes God might be calling you as a

church to make?

Share anonymously ‘if there was one thing you could

change about your church at this time what would it be?

Engage creatively around opportunities to serve and

reach out to our community.

Invite them to an evening / Saturday morning (can give you

slightly more time) to Reimagine the future of “(name of

your church)”- this will peek their interest. Explain that at this

meeting you will engage with their feedback and have an

opportunity to reflect and learn together. 

Ask them to come ready to do the following:
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Reimagine Leadership Gathering Outline with timings.

We are presuming that this is an online meeting.

People have been invited to enter the meeting room 15

minutes earlier to allow interaction before official start time.
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0m
Welcome

Zoom etiquette: muted, please use the chat

function to build the conversation around the

subjects we are discussing as this gives people

more opportunity to contribute. Explain that you

will record the meeting and save the chat in

order to capture everyone’s contribution.

PRESS RECORD!
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0m
Welcome (continued)

Read Isaiah 43. Share reflections from this and

pray.

(Spoken to a people in ‘lockdown’ exile.

Promising them release. Warning them not to

think about going back to the past. Telling them

to look for the new that he is giving birth to

which they might miss if they are not looking for

it. Reflect on how important it is we aren’t simply

planning to go back to how things were, and the

need to be open to what God is wanting to do

and change among us. Pray for this.)

10m
General introduction

Want to have an openness to what people will

share and to learn together.

Want to address pressing needs of what we are

facing immediately, internally and externally to

the church.

Want to arrive at some agreement of the areas

that we will need to start planning around.

setting out the purpose and aims of the meeting

15m
Zoom Breakout Rooms to share

Share your experience of lockdown

generally, and within the church, and reflect

on what that has taught us

Ask people to appoint a feedback

spokesperson to share three things that

their group have learned during lockdown.

Divide into zoom rooms of 3 or 4 people to

share: 

The Leadership Journey
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30m
Feedback: 90 seconds each

Make notes as people feedback and draw out

key themes as they emerge.

45m
Zoom Polls

From the feedback you

have got from the leaders

in advance create six

questions that connect with

areas that you feel are

opportunities for change

and development and

explain what you will ask

them before making the

poll live and explain it will

be anonymous:

You can learn about how to set these up here:

https://www.howtogeek.com/674907/how-to-

create-polls-in-zoom-meetings/
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The poll will come up with the different

percentages for the multiple choice questions

and the typed answers. Have a chance to look

at the poll answers and have an initial

conversation where people unmute themselves

and contribute. You should have around 15

minutes of discussion time.

75m
Break

depending on time you may have a longer break

here

80m
Planning Forward

Explain that you will be asking them to break

into groups to reimagine church life around five

different areas: reflecting, refreshing, rejoicing,

remembering, and recovering. 

Explain that in each area you are asking them

to come up with one ‘inward’ and one

‘outward’ suggestion of what could work in

your context.  You will need to have contacted

group leaders in advance and given them some

suggestions for each of the areas of what you

would like covered and what possible ideas

could be tested.

100m
Feedback

Group leaders feedback
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What Next?

Thy Kingdom Come – emphasis the importance

of prayer and how you will engage with Thy 

 Kingdom Come this year.

Reimagine Event Possibility – float the possibility

of hosting this event.

Restore teaching and small group series –

explain what you will do with this.

110m

Prayer

Invite three people to unmute and lead in

prayer in response to what we have shared

Pray together Thomas Merton’s prayer: put it on

screen and share and invite people to pray it

with you (while muted!) as you pray it:

My Lord God, I have no idea where I am going. I

do not see the road ahead of me. I cannot know

for certain where it will end. Nor do I really

know myself and the fact that I think that I am

following your will does not mean that I am

actually doing so. But I believe that the desire to

please you does in fact please you. And I hope I

have that desire in all that I am doing. I hope

that I will never do anything apart from that

desire. And I know that if I do this you will lead

me by the right road though I may know nothing

about it. Therefore will I trust you always though

I may seem to be lost and in the shadow of

death I will not fear, for you are ever with me,

and you will never leave me to face my perils

alone. Amen

115m
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120m
Close

Follow up with an emailed summary of where the session

concluded.

Explain the next steps of planning the actions that arose

from it and begin to action them.

4

Thy Kingdom Come

Think about how to engage your church members in prayer

at this key time and how to integrate the things that are

emerging for your church into the prayer.

5

Restore Sermon Series and Small Groups

After Pentecost Sunday you could follow these 5 themes on

the 5 Sundays at the end of May and in June.
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 Reimagination Event: Saturday 3rd July

This seems to be the ideal date after the predicted lockdown

restrictions end completely and before school Summer

holidays.
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